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Abstract
Analytical and empirical studies have shown that self-similar network traffic can have a detrimental impact on network performance including amplified queueing delay and packet loss rate.
Given the ubiquity of scale-invariant hurstincss observed across diverse networking contexts, finding
effective traffic control algorithms capable of delecting and managing self-similar traffic ha'> become
an important problem.

In this paper, we study congeslion control algorithms for improving throughput under self-similar
traffic conditions. Although scale-invariant burstiness imposes a limit on the ability to conjointly
achieve high quality of service (QoS) and utilization, the long-range dependence associated with
self-similar traffic leaves open the possibility that the correlation structure may be exploited for
performance enhancement purposes.
We use a form of predictive congestion control called Selective Aggressiveness Control (SAC) to
show that long-range dependence can be on-line detected and exploited to improve throughput. ""e
show that the correlation structure present in long-range dependent traffic can be used to predict
future traffic levels over time scales that are relevant to feedback congestion control. This on-line
detected correlation structure is then used to drive a variable aggressiveness control which throttles
the data rate upward if the future contention level is predicted to be low, being more aggressive the
lower the predicted contention level.
The predictive congestion control module runs on top of a generic rate-based linear increase/exponential decrease feedback control and is easily portable to other contexts. \Ve show
that a significant improvement in throughput can be obtained if SAC is active and we show that
the relative performance improvement increases as long-range dependence is increased. Lastly, we
show that as the number of connections engaging in SAC increases both fairness and efficiency are
preserved.

'Supported in part by NSF grant NCR-9714707.
tConlact author; leI.: (765) 494-7821, fax.: (765) 494-0739.
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Introduction

Recent measurements of local-area and wide-area traffic [8, 28, 42] have shown that network traffic
exhibits variability at a wide range of scales. What 1s striking is the ubiquitousness of the phenomenon

which has been observed in diverse networklng contexts, from Ethernet to ATM, LAN and WAN,
compressed video, and HTTP-based WWW traffic [8, 15, 23, 42]. Such scale-invariant variability is in
strong contrast to traditional models of network traffic which show burstiness at short time scales but
are essentially smooth at large time scales; i.e., they lack long~range dependence. Since scale-invariant
burstiness can exert a significant impact OIl network performance, understanding the causes and effects
of traffic self-similarity is an important problem.
In previous work [33, 34]' we have investigated the causal and performance aspect of traffic
self-similarity, and we have shown that self-similar traffic flow is an intrinsic property of networked
client/server systems with heavy-tailed file size distributions and conjoint provision of low delay and
high throughput is adversely affected by scale-invariant burstiness.

From a queueing theory per-

spective, the principal distinguishing characteristic of long-range dependent traffic is that the queue
length dlstribution decays much more slowly-i.e., polynomlally-vis-a-vis short-range-dependent traffic sources such as Poisson sources which exhibit exponential decay. A number of performance studies [1,2,11,29,32,34] have shown that self-similarity has a detrimental effect on network performance
leading to increased delay and packet loss rate. In [18, 37], the point is advanced that for small buffer
sizes or short time scales, long-range dependence has only a marginal impact. This is, in part, due to
a saturation effect that arises when resources are overextended whereby the burstiness associated with
short-range dependent traffic is sufficient-and, in many cases, dominant-to cause significant buffer
overflow.
What is still in its infancy, however, is the problem of contmlling self-similar network traffic. By
the control of self-similar traffic, we mean the problem of modulating traffic flow such that network
performance including throughput is optimlzed. Scale-invariant burstiness introduces new complexities
into the picture which makes the task of providing quality of service (QoS) while achieving high utilization significantly more difficult. First and foremost, scale-invariant burstiness implies the existence of
concentrated periods of high activity at a wide range of time scales which adversely affects congestion
control. Burstiness at line time scales is commensurate with burstiness observed for traditional shortrange dependent traffic models. The distinquishing feature is hurstiness at coarser time scales which
induces extended periods of either overload or underutilization which degrades overall performance.
However, on the flip side, long-range dependence, by definition, implies the existence of nontrivial
correlation structure which may be exploitable for congestion control purposes, information to which
current algorithms are impervious.
In this paper, we show the feasibility of "predicting the future" under self-similar traffic conditions
with sufficient reliability such that the information can he effectively utllized for congestion control
purposes. First, we show that long-range dependence can be on-line detected to predict future traffic
levels and contention over time scales relevant to feedback congestion control. Second, we show that
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a traffic modulation mechanism exists which is able Lo effectively exploit this information to improve
network performance, in particular, throughput. The congestion control mechanism works by selectively applying aggressiveness using the predicted future when it is warranted, throttling the data rate
upward if thc predicted future contention level is 10w l being more aggressive the lower the predicted
contention level. We show that the selective aggressiveness mechanism is of benefit even for short-range
dependent traffic, however, being significantly more eITective for long-range dependent traffic leading
to comparatively large performance gains. We also show that as the number of connections engaging
in SAC incrca.'ies, both fairness and efficiency are preserved. The latter refers to the total throughput
achieved across all SAC-controlled connections.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give a brief overview of
self-similar network traffic and the specific set-up employed in this paper. In Section 3, we describe the
prcdictability mechanism and its efficacy at extracting the correlation structure present in long-range
dependent Lraffic. TIllS is followed by Section 4 where we describe the SAC protocol and a refinement of
the predictability mechanism for on-line, per-connection estimation. In Section 5 we show performance
results of SAC and show its efficacy under different long-range dependence conditions and when the
number of SAC connections is varied. We conclude with a discussion of current results and future
work.
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Preliminaries

2.1

Self-Similar Traffic: Basic Definitions

Let (Xt}tEZ+ be a time series which, for example, represents the trace of data Dow at a bottleneck link
measured at some fixed time granularity. We define the aggregated series X,~m) as
vIm) -_ -!c(v.
.I\'.m_m+ 1
m

.1'1.,.

+ ... + .I\.,m
v. ) .

That is, X t is partitioned into blocks of size m, their values are averaged, and i is used to index these
blocks.
Let T(k) and 7,(m)(k) denote the autocorrelation functions of X t and

X,.(m) ,

respectively. X t is

self-similar-more precisely, asymptotically second-on/er self-similar-if the following conditions hold:

r(k) '" const.k-13 ,
r(m)(k)

~

(2.1 )

r(k),

for k and m large where 0 < (3 < 1. That is, XI is "self-similar"

(2.2)
III

the sense thaL the correlation

structure is preserved with respect to time aggrcgation-relation (2.2)-and r(k) behaves hyperbolically
wiLh

L~o

Let H

r(k) =

c:::

00

as implied by (2.1). The latter property is referred to as long-range dependence.

1- /3/2. H is called the Hurst parameter, and by the range of (3, 1/2 < Jl < 1. It follows

from (2.1) that the farther H is away from 1/2 the more long· range dependent XI js, and vice versa.
Thus the Hurst parameter ads as an indicator of the degree of self-similarity.
2

A test for long-range dependence can be obtained by checking whether H significantly deviates
from 1/2 or not. We use two methods for testing this condition. The first method, the variance·time

plot, is based on the slowly decaying variance of a self-similar time series. The second method, the R/S
plot, uses the fact that for a self-similar time series, the rescaled mnge or R/ S statistic grows according
to a power law with exponent H as a function of the number of points included. Thus the plot of
R/ S against this number on a log-log scale has a slope which is an estimate of H. A comprehensive
discussion of the estimation methods can be found in [4,39].
A random variable X has a heavy·tailed distribution if

Pr{X> x} "" x-aas x

-+ 00

where 0

< 0: < 2. That is, the asymptotic shape of the tail of the distribution obeys a power

law. The Pareto distribution,

with parameters 0:

> 0, k > 0,

x 2: k, has the distribution function

Pr{X '" x} = 1- (k/x)",
and hence is clearly heavy-tailed.
It is not difficult to check that for 0:
a

~

~

2 heavy-tailed distributions have infinite variance, and for

1, they also have infinite mean. Thus, as 0: decreases, a large portion of the probability mass is

located in the tail of the distribution. In practical terms, a random variable that follows a heavy-tailed
distribution can take on extremely large values with nonnegligible probability.

2.2

Structural Causality

In [33J, we show that aggregate traffic self-similarity is an intrinsic property of networked client/server
systems where the size of the objects (e.g., HIes) being accessed is heavy-tailed. In particular, there
exists a linear relationship between the heavy-tailedness measure of me size distributions as captured
by a-the shape parameter of the Pareto distribution-and the Hurst parameter of the resultant
multiplexed traffic streams. That is, the aggregate network traffic that is induced by hosts exchanging
files with heavy-tailed sizes over a generic network environment runn.ing "regular" protocol stacks (e.g.,
TCP, flow-controlled UDP) is self-similar, being more bursty-in the scale-invariant sense-the more
heavy-tailed the file size distributions are. This relationship is shown in Figure 2.1. The relationship
is robust with respect to changes in network resources (bandwidth, buffer capacity), topology, the
influence of cross-traffic, and the distribution of interarrival times. We call this relationship between
the traffic pattern observed at the network layer and the structural property of a distributed, networked
system in terms of its high-level object sizes structuml causality [33]. H = (3 - 0:)/2 is the theoretical
value predicted by the ON/OFF model [42]-a 0/1 renewal process with heavy-tailed ON or OFF
periods~assuming independent traffic sources with no interactions due to sharing of network resources.
3
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Figure 2.1: Hurst Parameter estimates (R/S and V-T) for
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varying from 1.05 to 1.95

Structural causality is of import to self-similar traffic control since, one, it provides an environment
where self-similar traffic conditions are easily facilitated-just simulate a client/server network-two,
the degree of self-similar burstiness can be intimately controlled by the application layer parameter
Ct,

and three, the self-similar network traffic induced already incorporates the actions and modulating

influence of the protocol stack since the observed traffic pattern is a direct consequence of hosts interchanging ftles whose transport was mediated through protocols (e.g., TCP, flow-controlled UDP) in
the protocol stack. This provides us with a natural environment where the impact of control actions
by a congestion control protocol can be discerned and evaluated under self-similar traffic conditions.

3
3.1

Predictability of Self-Similar Traffic
Predictability Set-Up

In this section, we will show that the correlation structure present in long-range dependent (LRD)
traffic can be detected and used to predict the future over time scales relevant to congestion control.
Time series analysis and prediction theory has a long history with techniques spanning a number of
domains from estimation theory to regression theory to neural network based techniques to mention a
few [3, 17,22,40]. In many senses, it is an "art form" with different methods giving variable performance
depending on the context and modeling assumptions. Our goal is not to perform optimal time series
prediction but rather to choose a simple, easy-to-implement scheme and use it as a reference for studying
congestion control techniques and their efficacy at exploiting the correlation structure present in LRD
traffic for improving network performance. Our prediction method, which is described next, is a time
domain technique and can be viewed as an instance of Bayesian estimation.
Assume we are given a wide-sense stationary stochastic process (';t)tEZ and two numbers T 1 , T2
At time t, we have at our disposal

a

L
iE[f-T1,t)

4

q;

> O.

where qi is a sample path of ~t over time interval [t - T t , t). For notational clarity, let

v,

I:

I: <;.

v,

<;,

iE[t-Tt,t)

iE[t,I+T:z)

a may be thought of as the aggregate traffic observed over the "recent past" [t - Tl, t) and VI, V2 are
composite random variables denoting the recent past and near future. We are interested in computing
the conditional probability

Pe{V, = b I V, = a}

(3.1)

for b in the range of V2 • For example, if a represented a "high" traffic volume, then we may be
interested in knowing what the probability of encountering yet another high traffic volume in the near
future would be.
Assume ~t has finite mean and variance. Let Ill.: = E(VI.:), (1lo = V(Vk), k = 1,2, where E and V
are the expectation and vadance operators, respectively. To make sense of "high" and "low," we will
partition the range of Vk into eight 1 levels

(-OO,pk - 3(11.:), [PI.: - 3(11.:,111.: - 2(11.:), [Ill.: - 2ul.:,l11.: - Ul.:), [,LI.: - U/.:,I1I.:),
[1'k,l'k+~k), [l'k+~k,l'k+2~k), [l'k+2~k,l'k+3~k), Utk+3~k,+OO).

We will define two new random variables L I, L 2 where

=1
Lk = 2

=>

VI.: E (-00, Ill.: - 3ul.:),

=>

VI.: E [Ill.: - 3u/.:,l11.: - 2ul.:),

=8

=>

Vk E [Ilk

Lk

Lk

+ 3ul.:, too).

In other words, Lk is a function of Vk, LI.: = LI.:(Vk), and it performs a certain quantization. Thus if

Lk ~ 1 then the traffic level is "low" relative to the mean, and if LI.: ~ 8, then it is "high." Although
the central limit theorem does not (mathematically) apply here, in practice, it was observed that the
above partition gave a normalized measure of deviation.
Return.ing to (3.1) and prediction, for certain values of Tl, T2 , we are interested in knowing the
conditional probability densities

Pe{L, I L, = £}
for

eE

[1,8]. If Pr{L 2

I L I = 8}

were concentrated toward L 2

= 8,

and Pr{L 2

I L1 =

I} were

concentrated toward L 2 = 1, then this information could be potentially exploited for congestion control
purposes.
lIn general, any number of levels. Eight levels were found to be sufficiently granular for prediction purposes.
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3.2

Estimation of Conditional Probability Density

To explore and quantify the potential predictability of self-similar network traffic, we use TCP traffic
traces collected in [33J whose Hurst parameter estimates are shown in Figure 2.1 as the main reference
point. First, we use oJJ-line estimation of aggregate throughput traffic which is then refined to online estimation of aggregate traffic using per-connection traffic when performing predictive congestion

control. Other traces including those collected from flow-controlled UDP runs yield similar results.
The traces used are each 10000 second long at 10ms granularity. They represent the aggregate traffic
of 32 concurrent TCP Reno connections recorded at a bottleneck router.
We observe that the aggregate throughput series e.xh.ibits correlation structure at several time scales
from 250ms to 20sec and higher. To estimate Pr{L 2

ILI

=

e} from the aggregate throughput series

X t , we segment X t into

N = 10000 (sec)
T} + T2 (sec)
contiguous nonoverlapping blocks of length T}

+ T 2 (except possibly

for the last block), and for each

block j E [l,NJ compute the aggregate traffic VI, V2 over the subjntervals oflength TI , T2.
For f,£' E [1,8], let hi E [O,NJ denote the total number of blocks such that LI(VI ) =

hi' E [0, he] denote the size of the subset of those blocks such that L 2(V2) =
Pr { L 2

t.

e and

let

Then

h"
= e'I L 1 = e} =-,;;.

Figure 3.1 shows the estimated conditional probability densities for
500ms, Is, and 55. In the following, T 1 = T 2 •
For the aggregate throughput traces with

Q;

Q;

= 1.05,1.95 traffic for time scales

= 1.05-Figure 3.1 (top row)-the 3-D conditional

probability densities can be seen to be skewed diagonally from the lower left side toward the upper
right side. This indicates that if the current traffic level L} is low, say L 1 = 1, chances are that
L 2 will be low as well. That is, the probability mass of Pr{ L 2

I L1

= I} is concentrated toward 1.

Conversely, the plots show that Pr{L 2 1 L 1 = 8} is concentrated loward 8. This is more clearly seen in
Figure 3.2 (left) which shows two cross-sections, i.e., 2-D projections, reflecting Pr{L 2

I L1

= I} and

P,{L,I L, = 8}.
For the aggregate throughput traces with a = 1.95 (Figure 3.1 (bottom row)), on the other hand,
the shape of the distribution does not change as the conditioning variable L 1 is varied. This is more
clearly seen in the projections of Pr{L 2

I L1

= I} and Pr{L 2

I L1

= 8} shown in Figure 3.2 (right).

This indicates that for a = 1.95 traffic observing the present (over the time scales considered) does not
help much in predicting the future beyond the information conveyed by the fixed a priori dislribution.
Given the definition of Lk, the Gaussian shape of the marginal densities is consistent with short-range
correlations making the central limit theorem approximately applicable over larger time scales. In both
cases (0 = 1.05,1.95), the shape of the distribution stays relatively constant across a wide range of
time scales 500ms-20s. For

Q;

= 1.35,1.65 the predictability structure lies "in-between ll (not shown

here).
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Figure 3.1: Top Row: Probability densities with L 2 conditioned on L 1 for
Probability densities with L 2 conditioned on L 1 for Q' = 1.95.

3.3

Q'

.

1.05. Bottom Row:

Predictability and Time Scale

An important issue is how time scale affects predictability when traffic is long-range dependent. Going
back to Figure 3.1 (top row), one subtle effect that is not easily discernible is that as time scale is
increased the conditional probability densities Pr{L 2 1 L 1 = £} become more concentrated. Given that

Pr{L 2 I L 1 = C} is a function of T 1 , T 2 • we would like to determine at what time scale predictability is
maximized.
One way to measure the "information content"-Le.,

in

the sense of randomness or

unstructuredness-in a probability distribution is to compute its entropy. For a discrete probability density Pi, its entropy S(pi) is defined as S(Pi) =

Li Pi log IIp;.

In the case of our conditional

density Pr{L 2 1 L 1 = i},
8

S, = - I: P,{L, = t' I L 1 = l}logP,{L, = e' I L, = I}.
£'=1

Thus entropy is maximal when the distribution is uniform and it is minimal if the distribution is
concentrated at a single point.. Since we are given a set of eight conditional probability densities, one
for each L 1 = 1,2, ... ,8, we define the average entropy

S as

8

S = I:St/8.
l=1

The average entropy remains a function of T 1 , T2 , i.e., S = S(Tr, T 2 ).
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Figure 3.2: Left: Shifting effect of conditional probability densities P(L 2 ]L 1 = 1) and P(L 2 [L 1 = 8)
for a = 1.05. Rlght: For a: = 1.95, the corresponding probabilities remain invariant.
Figure 3.3 plots S(Tl, T2 ) = S(Tt} (recall that T 1 = T2 ) for the a: = 1.05 throughput series as a
function of time scale or aggregation level T 1 • Entropy is highest for small time scales in the range
"'250ms, and it drops monotonically as T1 is increased. Eventually, S{T1 ) begins to flatten out near
the 3-5 second mark reaching saturation, and stays so as time scale is further increased. From our
analysis of various long-range dependent traffic traces, we find that the "knee" of the entropy curve
is in the range of 1-5 seconds. Note that increasing T 1 further and further to gain small decreases
in entropy brings forth with it an important problem, namely, if predlction is done over a "too long"
tlme interval, then the information may not be effectively exploitable by various congestion control
strategies. In the next section, we will show that one strategy-selective aggressiveness-is effective at
exploiting the predictability structure found in the 1-5s range.
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Figure 3.3: Average entropy S(Td plot for
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0:

= 1.05 traffic as a function of time scale Tt .

SAC and Predictive Congestion Control

In this section we present a congestion control strategy called Selective Aggressiveness Control (SAC)

and show its efficacy at expiating the predictability structure present in long-range dependent traffic
for improving network performance.

OUf

control algorithm is a form of "predictive congestion control"
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whereby information about the future is utilized to make traffic control decisions. SAC is aimed to be
robust, efficient, and portable such that it can be easily incorporated into existing congestion control
schemes.
SAC's modus operandi is to complement and help improve the performance of existing reactive
congestion controls. Toward this end, we set up a simple, generic rate-based feedback congestion
control as a reference and let our control module "run on top" of it. SAC always respects the decision
made by the underlying congestion control with respect to the directional change of the traffic rateup or down-however, it may choose to adjust the magnitude of change. That is, if, at any time, the
underlying congestion control decides to increase its sending rate, SAC will never take the opposite
action and decrease the sending rate. Instead, what SAC will do is amplify or diminish the magnitude
of the directional change based on its predicted future network state.
In a nutshell, SAC will try to aggressively soak up bandwidth if it predicts the future network state
to be "idle," adjusting the level of aggressiveness as a function of the predicted idleness. We will show
that the performance gain due to SAC is higher the more long-range dependent the network traffic is.

4.1

Congestion Control

4.1.1

Generic Feedback Congestion Control

Congestion control has been an active area of networking research spanning over two decades with a
flurry of concentrated work carried out in the late '80s and early '90s [5, 6, 16, 19, 24, 25, 27, 30, 31, 35,
36,38]. Ceria and Kleinrock [16] laid down much of the early groundwork and Jacobson [24] has been
instrumental in influencing the practical mechanisms that have survived until today. A central part
of the investigation has been the study of stability and optimality issues [5, 13, 24, 25, 30, 31, 35, 38]
associated with feedback congestion control. A taxonomy for classifying the various protocols can be
found in [43].
More recently, the delay-bandwidth product problem arising out of high-bandwidth networks and
quality of service issues stemming from support of real-time multimedia communication [7, 10, 12, 20,
21, 41] have added further complexities to the problem with QoS reigning as a unifying key theme.
One of the lessons learned from congestion control research is that end-to-end rate-based feedback
control Ilsing various forms of linear increase/exponential decrease can be effective, and asymmetry in
the control law needs to be preserved to achieve stability.
We will employ a simple, generic instance of rate-based feedback congestion control as a reference
to help demonstrate the efficacy of selective aggressiveness control under self-similar traffic conditions.
SAC js motivated, in part, by the simple yet important point put forth in [26] which shows that the
conservative nature of asymmetric controls can, in some situations, lead to throughput smaller than
those achieved by a "nearly blind" aggressive control. By applying aggressiveness selectively-based
on the prediction of future network contention-we seek to offset some of the cost incurred for stability.
Let >. denote packet arrival rate and let "I denote throughput.

9

Our generic linear in-

crease/exponential decrease feedback congestion control has a control law of the form 2 :

d>'
dt =

{a,-a>.,

if d,/dA > 0,
if d,/dA < 0,

(4.1 )

where 6, a> 0 are positive constants. Thus, If increasing the data rate results in increased throughput
(l.e., d"'l/d>'

> 0) then increase the data rate linearly. Conversely, if increasing the data rate results

in a decrease in throughput (i.e., d"'l/d>' < 0) then exponentially decrease the data rate. In general,
condltion d,/d>'

< 0 can be replaced by various measures of congestion.

Of course, difficulties arise because (4.1) is, in reality, a delay dlfferentlal equation (the fcedback loop
incurs a time lag) and the sign of d"'l / d>" needs to be reliably estimated. The latter can be implemented
using standard techniques.

4.1.2

Unimodal Load-Throughput Relation

One item that needs further explanation is throughput "'I. "Throughput" (in the sense of goodput)
can be defined in a number of ways depending on the context, from reliable throughput (number of
bits reliably transferred per unit time when taking into account reliability mechanism overhead), to

raw throughput (number of bits transferred per unit time), to power (one of the throughput measures
divided by delay). Raw throughput, denoted /1, is both easy to measure (just monitor the number of
packets, in bytes, arriving at the receiver per unit time) and to attain (in most contexts v = v(>..) is a
monotone increasing function of >.., e.g., l.'vI / M /l/n), but it does not adequately discriminate between
congestion controls that achieve a certain raw throughput without incurring high packet loss or delay
and those that do.
For example, achieving reliability using ARQ with finite receiver and sender side buffers requires
intricate control and coordination, and high packet loss can have a severe impact on the efficient
functioning of such controls (e.g., TCP's Window control). In particular, [or a given raw throughput, if
the packet loss rate is high, this may mean that a significant fraction of the raw throughput is takcn up
by duplicate packets (duc to early retransmissions) or by packets that will be dropped at the receiver
side due to "fragmentation" and buffer overflow. Thus the reliable throughput associated with this raw
throughput/packet loss rate combination would be low.
How severely packet loss impacts the throughput experienced by an application will depend on
the characteristics of the application at hand. To better reflect such costs, we will use a throughput
measure "'Ik
" = (1 -

,)'v

(4.2)

that (polynomially) penalizes raw throughput v by packet loss rate 0 S c :$ 1 where the severity
can be set by parameter k

~

o.

Thus raw throughput

/1

is a special instance of "'II.: with k = O. We

will measure instantaneous throughput "'Ik at the receiver and feed back to the sender for use in the
:2We use continuous nolalion for exposilional clarity.
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control law (4.1). Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationship between 'Yk and>. for a M/lvI/I/n queueing
system which shows that for c > 0 the load-throughput curve 'Yk = 'Yk(A) is unimodal. Note that c is
a monotone decreasing function of>. while

v is

monotone increasing. In the case of M / M

/1/n

and

most other network systems, raw bandwidth is upper bounded by the service rate or link speed-i.e.,

v::; ,u-and thus most load· throughput functions of interest (not just (4.2» will be unimodal due to
the above monotonicity properties.
"
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Figure 4.1: Unimodal load-throughput curve 'Yk = 'Yk(A) for M/M/l/n system for k = 1,2,4,8.

4.2

Selective Aggressiveness Control (SAC)

Assuming that future network contention is predictable with sufficient degree of accuracy, there remains
the question of what to do with tills information for performance enhancement purposes. The choice
of actions, to a large measure, is constrained by the networking context and what degree of freedom
it allows. In the traditional end-to-end congestion control setting, the network is a shared resource
treated as a black box, and the only control variable available to a flow is its traffic rate A.

m this

paper, the target mechanism to be improved using predictability is the performance loss

stemming conservative bandwidth usage during the linear increase phase of linear increase/exponential
decrease congestion control algorithms [26]. Feedback congestion control protocols, including TCP,
implement variants of this basic control law due to well-established stability reasons. In [26]' however,
it was shown in the context of TCP Reno that the asymmetry stemming from linear increase after
exponential back-off ends up significantly underutilizing bandwidth such that, in some situations, a

simple non-feedback control was shown to be more effective3 .
Given that linear increase/exponential decrease is widely used in congestion control protocols including TCP, we seek to target the linear increase part of such protocols such that, when deemed
beneficial, and only then, a more aggressive bandwidth consumption is facilitated. This selective application of aggressiveness, when coupled with predictive capability, will hopefully lead to a more effective
JThis potential problem was also recognized in Jacobson's seminal paper [24] which, in part, motivated TCP Tahoe's
Slow Start featme.
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use of bandwidth resulting in improved performance. Without selective, controlled application of aggressiveness, however, the gain from aggressiveness may be cancelled out (or even dominated) by its
cost-aggressiveness, under high network contention conditions, can lead to deteriorated performance,
even congestion collapse-thereby making predictability and its appropriate exploitation a nontrivial
problem.
Our protocol-Selective Aggressiveness Control (SAC)-is composed of two parts, prediction and
application of aggression, and they are described next.

4.2.1

Per-Connection On-Line Estimation of Future Contention

In the end-to-end feedback congestion control context, the two principal problems that a connection

faces when estimating future network contention are:

(i) need to estimate "global" network contention using "local" per-connection information,
(ii) lleed to perform on-line prediction.
First, with respect to requirement (i), since the network is a black box as far as an end-to-end
connection or flow is concerned, we cannot rely on internal network support such as congestion notification via router support to reveal network state information. Instead, we need to gleam, in our
case, predict future network state using information obtained from a flow's input/output interaction
with the network. For this to work, two assumptions need to hold in practice. One, due to the coupling induced by sharing of common resources, a connection's individual throughput when engaging
in feedback congestion control (such as (4.1)) is correlated with the aggregate flow accessing the same
resources. Two, aggregate traffic level, when partitioned according to the quantization scheme Lk(Vk )
of Section 3.1, is correlated to the contention level at the router that the aggregate traffic enters.
Second, with respect to requirement (ii), it turns out that on-line estimation of the conditional
probability density Pr{L 2 I L 1 = t} is easily and efficiently accomplished using 0(1) cost update
operations. On the sender side, SAC maintains a 2-dimensional array or table
CondProb[.][.]

of size 8 x 9, one row for each

t E [1,8].

The last column of CondProb, CondProb[£][9], is used to keep

track of hi, the number of blocks observed thus far whose traffic level map to £, i.e., L 1 (V1 ) = £ (see
Section 3.1). For each £' E [1,8], CondProb[t][t1 maintains the count hi'. Since Pr{L 2 = t' I L 1 = t} =
he/ht, having the table CondProb means having the conditional probability densities.
All that is needed to maintain CondProb is a clock or alarm of period 2 which, starting at time

t = 0, goes off at times

If a feedback packet containing an instantaneous throughput '"'I measured at the receiver arrives during
the period

lilT,

+ T,),

i(T,

+ T,) + T,],
12

i

~

0,

it is added to

Vi. When the alarm goes off at t = i(1'1 +12)+TI , VI is used to compute the updated mean

and standard deviation 0'1 of VI. Thls can be done incrementally using 0(1) operations for both mean
and standard deviation since variance can be expressed as a sum E{(X - E(X))2} = E(X 2 ) - E(X)2.

ILl

Now £ = LI(V1) is computed using the updated
interval

[itT,

+ T,) + T"

J1t, O't,

and CondProb[£][9] is incremented by 1. During

(i + l)(T,+ T,)],

i 2. 0,

a similar operation is performed, however, now, with respect to V2 • At the end of the interval, the
updated

112, O'z

are computed, and £' =

L Z(V2 )

is computed IIsing the updated mean and standard

deviation. Finally, CondProb[£][£1 is incremented by 1, and VI, Vz are reset to 0 to start the process
anew. The number of operations within a time interval of length Tt + T z is 0(1).
It should be noted that the conditional densities computed from CondProb at time t are approxima-

tions to the conditional probability densities computed off-line for the period [0, t] since in the on-line

algorithm running sums are used to compute

Ilk, O'k,

k = 1,2. Thus at time t when

Ilk, O'k

are updated,

the previous classifications made of Vk need not hold under the new Lk since the latter is a function of
ILk,O'k'

4.2.2

Selective Application of Aggressiveness

SAC aims to "expedite" the bandwidth consumption process during the linear increase phase of linear
increase/exponential decrease feedback congestion control algorithms-in our case, represented by the
generic feedback congestion controL aLgorithm ('1.1 )-when such actions are warranted.

The actuation part of the interface between SAC and (4.1) is defined as follows: Let At denote the
newly updated rate value at time t-by (4.1)-and let AI' be the most recently (t l < t) updated rate
value previous to l.
SAC (actuation interface):
1. If At

> At' then update

).1 +- )./

+(/.

2. Else do nothing.
Here,

(I

:2: 0 is an aggressiveness factor that is determined by SAC based on the current state of

CondProb. Notice that SAC kicks into action only during the linear increase phase of (4.1), i.e., when
).t

> A/,. The magnitude of (/ determines the degree of aggressiveness, and it is determined as a function

of the predicted network state as captured by CondProb and its conditional probability densities.
At time t, the algorithm used to determine c is as follows: Let 5/ be the aggregate throughput
reported by the receiver via feedback over time interval [t - T t , t].
SAC (c determination):

13

-

2. Compute £' = E(L, I L 1 = I) =
3. Set

E

8
L"=I
e' P,{L, = I' I I"

= I}.

= lo( li).

Thus, the current traffic1evel St is normalized and mapped to the index £ = L1(St) which is then used
to calculate the expectation of L z condltloned on t, ['. The latter is then finally used to index into a
table {([') called the aggressiveness schedule. The intuition behind the aggressiveness schedule f(') is
that if the expected future contention level is low (l.e.,

i'

close to 1) then it is likely that applying a

high level of aggressiveness will pay of[. Conversely, if the expected future contention level Is high (l.e.,

£'

near 8) then applying a low level of aggressiveness is called for. One schedule that we frequently use

is the inverse schedule

Other schedules of interest include the threshold schedule with threshold
factor eO' where c = e- if (., ~ e, and 0, otherwise.
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2

0.043

0.058

0.179
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0.054

0.008

4.3

0.232

3

0.023

0.049

0.132

0.306

0.273

0.161

0.054

0.003

4.5

0.222

4

0.020

0.058

0.135

0.274

0.286

0.167

0.055

0.004

4.5

0.222

5

0.039

0.134

0.273

0.307

0.183

0.0014

0.008

4.6

0.217

6

0.012
0.017

0.058

0.111

0.2013

0.325

0.166

0.014

0.007

4.5

0.222

7

0.008

0.042

0.322

0.195

0.088

0.008

4.8

0.208

0

0

0.126
0.167

0.21 ]

8

0.233

0.233

0.300

0.067

0

4.8

0.208

Table 1: Top: A snapshot of CondProb for

Q

I

0.263

= 1.05, 10000s after connection has been established.

Bottom: An snapshot of CondProb for a = 1.95, 10000s after connection has been establised.
Figure 1 shows the CondProb table for two runs corresponding to

Q

= 1.05 (top) and a = 1.95

(bottom) traffic conditions. The column containing hi has been omitted and the entries show actual
relative frequencies rather than hl' counts for illustrative purposes. ClearlYl the conditional probability
densities are skewed diagonally for

ct

= 1.05 traffic whereas they are roughly invariant for

traffic. The expected future contention level (.1 = E(L 2

I L1 = £)

Q

= 1.95

and aggressiveness schedule (inverse)

are shown as separate columns. For a = 1.05 traffic, the expected future contention level E[L 2 [·] varies
over a wide range which is a direct consequence of the predictability-Le., skewedness-present in the
correlation structure. For a = 1.95 traffic, however, E[L 2 1·] is fairly "flat" indicating that conditioning
on the present does not aid significantly in predicting the future.

5
5.1

Simulation Results
Congestion Control Evaluation Set-Up

We use the LBNL Network Simulator, ns (version 2), as the basis of our simulation environment_

TIS

is an event-driven simulator derived from Keshav's REAL network simulator supporting several flavors
of TCP and router packet scheduling algorithms. We have modified

TIS

in order to model a bottleneck

network environment where several concurrent connections are multiplexed over a shared bottleneck
link. A UDP-based unreliable transport protocol was added to the existing protocol suite, and our
congestion control and predictive control were implemented on top of it.
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Figure 5.1: Transformation of the heavy-tailedness of file size distribution property at the application
layer via the action of the transport layer into its manifestation as self-similar aggregated traffic at the
link layer.
An important feature of the set-up is the mechanism whereby self-similar traffic conditions are
induced in the network. One possibility is to have a host inject self-similar time series into the network.
We follow a different approach based on the notion of structuml causality (see Section 2.2) whereby we
make use of the fact that in a networked client/server environment with clients interactively accessing
files or objects with heavy-tailed sizes from servers across the network leads to aggregate traffic that
is self-similar [33].

Most importantly, tIllS mechanism is robust and holds when the file transfers

are mediated by transport layer protocols executing reliable flow-controlled transport (e.g., TCP) or
unreliable flow-controlled transport. The separation and isolation of "self-similar causality" to the
highest layer of the protocol stack allows us to interject different congestion control protocols in the
transport layer, discern their influence, and study their impact on network performance. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.2 shows a 2-server, n-dient (n ;::: 33) network configuration with a bottleneck link connecting gateways G 1 and G 2 • The link bandwidths were set at 10Mbps and the latency of each link
was set to 5ms. The maximum segment size was fiXed at IkE for all runs. Some of the clients engage
in interactive transport of files with heavy-tailed sizes across the bottleneck link to the servers (i.e.,
the nomenclature of "client" and "server" are reversed here), sleeping for an exponential time between
successive transfers. Others act as infinite sources (i.e., they have always data to send) executing the
generic linear increase/exponential decrease feedback congestion control-with and without SAC-in
the protocol stack trying to maximize throughput. For any reasonable assignment of bandwidth, buffer
size, mean file request size, and other system parameters, we found that by either adjusting the number
of clients or the mean of the idle time distribution between successive me transfers appropriately, any
target contention level could be achieved.

Figure 5.2: Network configuration with bottleneck link (G1 ,G2 ).
In a typical configuration, the first 32 connections served as "background traffic" transferring files
from clients to servers (or sinks) where the file sizes were drawn from Pareto distributions with shape
parameter a = 1.05,1.35,1.65,1.95. As in [33], there was a linear relation between a and the longrange dependence of aggregate traffic observed at the bottleneck link (G 1 , G 2 ) as captured by the II urst
parameter H. H was dose to 1 when

0:

was near 1, and H was close to 1/2 when a was near 2. The 33rd

connection acted as an infinite source trying to maximize throughput by running the generic feedback
control, with or without SAC. In other settings, the number of congestion-controlled infinite sources
was increased to observe their mutual interaction and the impact on fairness and efficiency. A typical
run lasted for 10000 or 20000 seconds (simulated time) with traces collected at 10ms granularity.

5.2
5.2.1

Per-Connection On-Line Predictability
Predictability Structure

One of the first items to test was estimation of the conditional probability densities Pr{L 2 1 Ld using
the per-connection, on-line method described in Section 4.2.1. We observe the same skewed diagonal
shift characteristics as seen in the off-line case for 0: = 1.05 traffic and the relatively invariant shape
of the probability densities for 0: = 1.95 traffic (we omit the 3-D plots due to space constraints).
Also, as in the off-line case, as we increase the time scale (i.e., T 1 ) from 500ms to Is and higher, for
a = 1.05 traffic the probability densities become more concentrated thus increasing the accuracy of
predictability. Figure 5.3 (left) shows the shifting effect of the conditional probabilities for a = 1.05
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Figure 5.3: Left: Shifting effect of conditional probability densities P(L 2 IL t = 1) and P(L2ILt = 8)

under

Ct'

= 1.05 background traffic. llight: Shifting effect of conditional probability densities P(LzIL l =

1) and P(L 2 IL t = 8) under a: ;::: 1.95 traffic.
traffic via a 2-D projection that shows the marginal densities. Whereas the shifting effect is evident for
a = 1.05 traffic, for a = 1.95 traffic (Figure 5.3 (right)) the prohabllity densities stay largely invariant.

5.2.2

Time Scale

In Section 3.2, in connection with off-line estimation, we showed using entropy calculations that the
conditional probability densities became more concentrated as time scale was increased flattening out
eventually near the 4-5s mark. We observe a similar behavior with respect to the entropy curve in the
on-line case (omitted due to space constraints). Locating the knee of the entropy curve is of import
for on-line prediction and its use in congestion control since the size of the time scale will influence
whether a certain procedure for exploiting predictability will be effective or not. As an extreme case in
point, if the time scale of prediction were, say WOOs, it is difficult to imagine a mechanism that would
be able to effectively exploit this information for congestion control purposes-too many changes may
be occurring during such a time period that may be both favourable and detrimental to a constant
control action yielding a zero net gain.
On the other hand, if control actions capable of spanning large time frames such as bandwidth
reservation or pricing-based admission control were made part of the model, then even large time scale
predictability may be exploited, with some effectiveness, for performance enhancement purposes. In
the present context, we set T 1 = 2s when incorporating predictability into feedback congestion control
via SAC. Our experience with different traffic traces suggests that the knee of the entropy curve, for
many practical situations, may be located in the 1-6s range.

5.2.3

Convergence Rate of On-Line Conditional Probabilities

When using condltional probability densities computed from per-connection, on-line estimations, it becomes important to know when the estimations have converged or stabilized. If inaccurate information
is used for selective aggressiveness control, it is possible that rather than helping improve performance,
it may hurt performance.
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SAC uses a distance measure to decide whether a particular conditional probability density is stable
enough to be used for congestion control or not. Let CondProbt, CondProbt , be two instances of the
conditional probability density table measured at time instances t

> tl at least

T1

+ T2

apart. Then

for each L 1 condition £ E [1,8], SAC computes

IICondProb.[I][·]- CondProb!'lI][·lIb <

e,

and if the check passes, allows this particular conditional probability density to be used in the actuation
part of SAC when updating the data rate (see Section 4.2.2). Here,

e > 0 is

an accuracy parameter

and 11·112 is the "L 2 " norm (not to be confused with the random variable L 2 ).
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Figure 5.'1: Convergence of conditional probability densities for a
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= 1.05

-
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traffic: £

..., _ ...

-

__ .....

= 1 (left), £ = 2

(middle), and £ = 8 (right).
Figure 5.4 depicts the convergence rate of three conditional probability densities conditioned on
£ = 1,2, and 8 by plotting the distance measure computed above. The middle (£ = 2) and right (e
figures are the typical plots whose convergence rate is followed by the ones in the range 2
well. The leftmost plot (£ = 1), however, is atypical and only holds for condition L 1

;:::

= 8)

< e< 8

as

1. This mainly

stems from the fact that for condition L 1 = 1, very few sample points « 100) arise even during a
10000s run, and as a result, the estimated probabilities are volatile. This, in turn, can be attributed to
the fact that we are computing statistics for a long-range dependent process, and it is well-known that
for such processes a very large number of samples is needed to compute even its first-order statistics
accurately. A related discussion can be found in [9].
The fact that this volatility stems from too few sample points also delimits the impact of tllls
phenomenon. Namely, by Amdahl's law, the instances (over time) where the conditional probability
Pr{ L 2 1L 1 = I} may have been invoked are so few to begin with so that the loss from not having taken
any actions at those instances are negligible with respect to overall performance.

5.3
5.3.1

Performance Measurement of SAC
Incremental Gain of Selective Aggressiveness

Unimodal Throughput Curve In this section, we evaluate the relative performance of SAC and its
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predictability gain. We measure the incremental benefit gained by applying aggressiveness selectively,
first, by applying it only when the chances for benefit are highest (Le.,
some

eE [1,8]), then second highest (i

l

I' = E(L 2 I L j = £) = 1 for

= 2), and so on. Eventually, we expect to hit a point when the

cost aggressiveness outweighs its gain, thus leading to a net decrease in throughput as the stringency
of selectivity is further relaxed.
This phenomenon can be demonstrated using the threshold aggressiveness schedule of SAC (see
Section 4.2.2) where aggressive action is taken if and only if l' ::; () where 8 is the aggressiveness
threshold. Figure 5.S shows the throughput vs. aggressiveness threshold curve for threshold values in
the range 1 ::; 8 ::; 8 for a = LOS traffic. We observe that the gain is highest when going from 8 = 1 to
2, then successively diminishes until it turns to a net loss thereby decreasing throughput. If 8 = 8, then
this corresponds to the case where aggressiveness js applied at all times, i.e., there is no selectivity.

Figure 5.5: Unimodal throughput curve as a function of aggressiveness threshold () for
Monotone Throughput Curve

Q

= 1.05 traffic.

Although the unimodal, dome-shaped throughput curve (as a

function of the aggressiveness threshold) is a representative shape, two other shapes-monotonically
increasing or decreasing-are possible depending on the network configuration. The shape of the curve
is dependent upon the relative magnitude of available resources (e.g., bandwidth) vs. the magnitude
of aggressiveness as determined by the aggressiveness schedule E( -). If resources are "plentiful" then
aggressiveness is least penalized and it can lead to a monotonically increasing throughput curve. On
the other hand, if resources are "scarce" then aggressiveness is penalized most heavily and this can
result in a monotonically decreasing throughput curve. This phenomenon is shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6 shows the throughput curves under the same network configuration except that the
available bandwidth is decreased from the leftmost to the rightmost figure. This is affected by increasing
the background traffic level from 2.5Mbps (left) to 5Mbps (middle) to 7.5Mbps (right). We observe
that the curve's shape transitions from monotone increasing to unimodal dome-shaped to monotone
decreasing. In addition, due to the decrease in available bandwidth, overall throughput drops as the
background traffic level is increased.
Figure 5.7 shows the change in the shape of the throughput curve as the aggressiveness schedule £(.)
is shifted (or translated) upwards-i.e., made overall more aggressive-by 0.5, 2.0, 4.0, and 20.0 while
keeping everything else fixed. We observe that an overall increase in the magnitude of aggressiveness
19
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Figure 5.6: Shape of throughput curve as a function of aggressiveness threshold for three levels of
background traffic 2.5Mbps (left), 5Mbps (middle), and 7.5Mbps (right).
can help improve throughput transforming a monotone incrca."iing throughput curve into a unimodal
curve whose maximum throughput has increased. However, as the overall aggressiveness level is further
increased, the cost of aggressiveness begins to outweigh Hs benefit and we observe a downward shift in
the unimodal throughput curve.
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Figure 5.7: Change in shape of throughput curve as the aggressiveness schedule t':(.) is shifted (upwards)
by 0.5, 2.0, 4.0, 20.0.
SAC is designed to operate under all three network conditions finding a near-optimum throughput
in each casc. The most challenging task arises when the network configuration leads to a unimodal
throughput curve for which finding the maximum throughput is least trivial. That is, neither blindly
applying aggressiveness nor absteining from it are optimal strategies. SAC's adaptivity is also useful
in nonstationary situations where tllC network configuration can shift from one quasi-static throughput
state to another.

5.3.2

Perfect Prediction, Uncertainty, and Aggressiveness

Now that we have shown that selective aggressiveness can help but indiscriminate aggressiveness can
hurt, we seek to understand three further aspects of SAC, one, how much performance is gained by
applying selective aggressiveness (vis-a.-vis not applying at all), two, how much performance is lost due
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to prediction inaccuracies, and three, what is a practical aggressiveness schedule to use since we cannot
assume to know the aggressiveness threshold for wblch maximum throughput is achieved (when using
a threshold schedule).
The practical aggressiveness schedule that we found effective is the inverse schedule given by {(x) =
l/x. That is, the magnitude of aggressiveness is inverse-proportionally diminished as a function of the
expected future traffic level. To measure the performance loss due to inaccuracies arising from using
per-connection on-line prediction of future traffic levels, we observe the performance of SAC when,
instead of using the on-line CondProb table, a perfect knowledge of future aggregate traffic is assumed
and employed in conjunction with the inverse schedule. Finally, to compare the net gain of having
used a practical version of SAC-in tillS case, predicted future using per-connection on-line table and
inverse aggressiveness schedule-we observe the generic linear increase/exponential decrease feedback
congestion control without SAC active.
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Figure 5.8: Left: The horizontal lines show throughput when different control strategies are employed
(top line: perfect prediction with inverse schedule; middle line: on-line table with inverse schedule;
bottom line: generic linear increase/exponential decrease congestion control without SAC) for a = 1.05
traffic. Right: Corresponding throughput plot for

0'.

= 1.95 traffic.

Figure 5.8 (left) shows the original throughput vs. threshold schedule curve superimposed with the
throughput achieved by using SAC with perfect future knowledge and inverse aggressiveness schedule
(topmost line), using SAC with predicted future and inverse schedule (middle line), and lIsing the
generic linear increase/exponential decrease feedback congestion control without SAC (bottom line).
We observe that the generic feedback congestion control performs worst among the four-we are counting the family of SAC algorithms for the threshold schedule as one-willch is mainly due to the costly
nature of exponential backoff when coupled with conservative linear increase. For our purposes, the
absolute magnitudes do not matter so much as the relative magnitudes whid demonstrate a qualitative performance relationship. SAC with perfect information and inverse epsilon schedule achieves
the highest throughput (even higher than the peak threshold schedule throughput) and SAC with predicted future and inverse schedule achieves a performance level in between. Figure 5.8 (right) shows
the corresponding plots for

Q

= 1.95 traffic where a similar ordering relation is observed.
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Figure 5.9: Left: Corresponding packet loss rates for the control strategies shown in Figure 5.8 for
Q

= 1.05 background traffic. Right: Corresponding packet loss rates for a = 1.95.
Figure 5.9 shows the packet loss rates corresponding to the throughput plots shown in Figure 5.8.

As expected, for the threshold schedule, packet loss rate increases monotonically as the aggressiveness
threshold is increased. The generic (or regular) linear increase/exponential decrease congestion control
incurs the least packet loss rate among the controls due to its conservativeness in the linear increase
phase, albeit, at the cost ofrerluced throughput. Comparing Figures 5.9 (left) and (right) we observe
that the overall packet loss rates for a = 1.05 traffic is higher than that of a = 1.95 traffic which is
expected due to the higher level of self-similar burstiness.

5.3.3

Impact of Long-Range Dependence

The previous results, in addition to demonstrating a specific way to utilize correlation structure in
self-similar traffic, showed that selective aggressiveness when coupled with predictabllity can lead to
performance improvement above and beyond what a generic linear increase/exponential decrease feedback congestlon control can achieve. The latter is of import since one of the practlcal applications of
SAC is targeted at improving the performance of existing protocols.
In this section, we show that the relative performance gain due to selective aggressiveness control and
predictability grows as long-range dependence increases. Figure 5.10 compares the relative performance
gain stemming from employing predicted inverse schedule SAC for

Cl'

= 1.05 and a = 1.95 background

traffic. First, note that the throughput level for the genetic feedback congestion control is higher for
Cl'

= 1.95 traffic than a = 1.05 traffic. This is as ex.pected since self-similar burstiness is known to lead

to degraded performance unless resources are overextended at which point the burstiness associated
with short-range dependent traffic is dominant in determining queueing behavior. More importantly,
we observe that the throughput gain relative to the generic feedback congestion control is about 20%
in the a = 1.05 case

VB.

about 4% for the a = 1.95 case. This indlcates that self"simllar burstiness-

although detrimental to network performance, in particular, QoS-possesses structure that can be
exploited to dampen its negative impact. In fact, the more long-range dependent, the more structure
there is to exploit effectively.
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Figure 5.10: Left: Under a = 1.05 traffic, the performance improvement is about 20% when using SAC
with on-line table and inverse schedule. Right: Under a = 1.95 traffic, the performance improvement
is only 4%.
An important point to note is that we have held the mean of the background traffic levels for both

= 1.05 and 0: = 1.95 constant to achieve comparability. This is a nontrivial matter since for 0' = 1.05,
the mean traffic level estimated by using the Pareto distribution will overestimate the sample mean

Q'

observed in practice, even if the system is run for 10000 seconds. Figure 5.11 shows the predictability
gain in terms of throughput achieved for four background traffic cases a: = 1.05,1.35,1.65,1.95. Interestingly, the throughput gain shows a superllnear increase as a approaches 1 (i.e., becomes more
long-range dependent).
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Figure 5.11: Performance gain due to predictability for a = 1.05,1.35,1.65,1.95 background traffic.

5.3.4

Convergence Rate and Performance

In Section 5.2.3 we have shown the rapid convergence rate of the on·line conditional probability table.
The faster the convergence, the earlier the conditional probabilities can be employed for congestion
control purposes resulting in higher throughput gain. Other things being equal, early activation of
SAC induces a trade-off relation between the benefit obtained by applying predictive information for
congestion control and the cost of engaging SAC based on possibly inaccurate conditional probability
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estimates.
Figure 5.12 (left) shows the impact of lnaccuracies in the condltlonal probability density estimates
on performance. The top graph plots throughput as a function of tmining time-i.e., time spent in
estimating the conditional probability densitles-when the condltional probability table is subsequently
fixed and used in a 10000 second throughput measurement run. Thls allows us to assess the impact
of inaccurate prediction estimates on throughput performance. As the top graph shows, convergence
is rapld after which the incremental gain obtained via further accuracies saturates. Notice that due
to rapld convergence, the net gain in throughput due to increased prediction accuracy is below 5%.
Contrast this with the bottom two graphs of Figure 5.12 (left) which show 10000 second throughput
measurements when the conditlonal probability table used is that of a = 1.95 traffic (trained over 10000
seconds) and random, respectively. The gap shows that even inaccurate prediction estimates are significantly more useful than random or otherwise-structured information for performance enhancement
purposes.
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Figure 5.12: Left: Throughput as a function of SAC condltional probability table training time. Also
shown: SAC throughput with random and a = 1.95 conditional probabllity table. Right: Convergence
property of E(L 2 1·). Fast convergence to linear order E(L 2 1L 1 = 1)

< E(L 2 1L 1 = 2) < ... <

E(L, I L 1 = 8).

The fast convergence property can be further explained by Figure 5.12 (right) which plots the
computed conditional expectation E(L 2 1·) as a function of training tlme. Recall that in both the
threshold and inverse schedules E(L 2 1·) (quantized or not)-and not the conditional probability table
proper-is used in computing the aggressiveness level. Figure 5.12 (rlght) shows that the functional

E(L 2 1·) quickly converges to the linear ordering E(L 2 1L 1 .c:: 1) < E(L 2 1L 1 .c:: 2) < ... < E(L 2 1L 1 = 8)
as would be expected by the skewedness of the 3-D conditional probability densities. The magnitudes
of E(L 2 ]·), after some undulation, stabilized to fixed values.
The quick establishment of the linear ordering property and the convergence of E(L 2 1·) to fixed
values leaves open the possibility that a priori conditional probabilities may be used for predictive
purposes which is especially useful for short-lives connections for which per-connection condltlonal
probability tables are impossible to establish.
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5.3.5

Multiple Concurrent SAC Connections

The SAC protocol is designed to run in shared network environments where different connections
compete for available resources. In this section, we investigate the behavior of the SAC protocol with
respect to fairness and efficiency when multiple connections engage in SAC. The results are based on
the same set-up as in Figure 5.2 except that we increase the bottleneck link bandwidth to 20M bps to
accommodate up to 10 SAC connections. The mean traffic rate of the first 32 connections-i.e., nonSAC background traffic sources-is kept at 5Mbps. We increase the number of SAC connections from
1 to 10 (33rd connection and beyond) and observe whether bandwidth is shared fairly and efficiently.
The latter refers to the question of whether the total throughput achieved across all SAC connections
remains conserved-increased competition can create overhead and inefficiencies-as the number of
SAC connections is increased.
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Figure 5.13: Average (per-connection) throughput as a function of aggressiveness threshold for multiple
SAC connections. The top horizontal line shows the throughput achieved with the inverse schedule.
The bottom line represents the throughput of the generic linear increase/exponential decrease feedback
congestion control. Top left: single SAC connection; top right: two SAC connections; bottom left: four
SAC connections; bottom right: ten SAC connections.
Figure 5.13 depicts average per-connection throughput as a function of the aggressiveness threshold for one (top-left), two (top-right), four (bottom-left), and ten (bottom-right) SAC connections.
Superimposed we also show the throughput achieved by the inverse schedule and generic feedback congestion control, respectively. First, we observe that the shape of the throughput curve changes from
monotonically increasing to unimodal to monotonically decreasing as the number of SAC connections
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is increased. This is to be expected since, other things being equal, increasing the number of SAC
connections amplifies the net aggressiveness level since there is no distributed control or cooperation
among the SAC flows to maintain a constant overall aggressiveness level. Second, since we plot average per-connection throughput, we observe the per-connection throughput drop accordingly. Third,
we observe that the performance of the threshold schedule eventually deteriorates below that of the
generic feedback congestion control while the performance of the inverse schedule stays at a high level.
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1

1 connection

1066.1

1080.3

1103.0

1127.4

1150.8

2 connections

1591.7
1765.5

1617.6

1644.2

1672.7

1845.7

1896.4

1893.8

1698.5
1877.3

1800.3

1750.3

1653.1

1537.6

1376.2

1748.9

1649.0

1540.2

1417.9

1276.4

4 connections
8 connections
10 connections

3

7

8

1173.6

1194.9

1728.6

1755.4

1218.4
1776.1

1832.2

1788.8

1712.6

1230.6

1051.7

869.4

1109.2

925.7

743.0

5

6

Table 2: Total throughput across all SAC connections for the threshold schedule as the number of SAC
connections is increased.
Table 2 shows the total throughput achieved across all SAC connections for the threshold schedule
as the number of SAC connections is increased. For each threshold level, we observe a unimodal change
in throughput as the number of connections is increased from 1 to 10 with the peak occurring earlier
the higher the threshold level. This indicates a trade-off relation whereby, at first, the net increase in
aggressiveness due to the increased number of SAC connections leads to a net increase in total SAC
throughput. However, as the number of SAC connections is further increased, the amplification of the
overall aggressiveness level asserts a negative impact on throughput eventually yielding a net decrease.
A similar phenomenon is observed for the inverse schedule which is shown in Figure 3. The onset of
the peak is a function of available resources and it can be further delayed by decreasing the overall
aggressiveness of each connection. Note that the multiple connection throughput behavior is achieved
for the network configuration shown in Figure 5.2 which, due to its uniform link latencies, can be prone
to synchronization effects [14].
Inverse Schedule

1 conn.

2 conn.

4 conn.

8 conn.

]0 conn.

thTOughput

1152.9

1702.0

1947.7

1676.4

1594.4

Table 3: Total throughput across all SAC connections for the inverse schedule as the number of SAC
connections is increased.
Figure 5.14 plots the individual throughput achieved by each SAC connection when a total of
10 are present. We observe that fairness, for the network configuration shown in Figure 5.2, is well
preserved. As the configuration becomes less uniform, access discrepancies as with TCP and other
feedback congestion control algorithms are bound to arise which is a generic problem not specific to

SAC.
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Figure 5.14: Fair bandwidth access: Individual throughput plot with 10 SAC connections present.
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Conclnsion

In th1s paper we have shown that a form of predictive congestion control called Selective Aggressive-

ness Control (SAC) is able to exploit correlation structure present in long-range dependent traffic for
performance improvement purposes. We have shown that predictability can be implemented on-line
with sufficient accuracy such that when coupled with a selective aggressiveness control mechanism, the
cost associated with conservative bandwidth consumption during the linear increase phase of a generic
linear increase/exponential decrease feedback congestion control algorithm can be offset to bring forth
improved throughput. Furthermore, we show that the relative performance gain is higher the more
long-range dependent the underlying network traffic. We have also shown that SAC preserves fairness
to the degree expected of a feedback congestion control and its efficiency property is desirable within
a range.
Current work is directed along three avenues, one, in devising new mechanisms capable of exploiting
predictability at longer time scales, two, in further optimizing the various components of SAC, and
three, in implementing the ideas of SAC in TCP. We hope to report some of these results in the near
future.
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